The Book and Beyond

HARVARD-YALE CONFERENCE IN BOOK HISTORY | APRIL 30, 2018
BEINECKE RARE BOOK AND MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY | 9:45AM-4:00PM
YALE UNIVERSITY | NEW HAVEN, CT

RSVP: ANDREW.S.BROWN@YALE.EDU & TRINA.HYUN@YALE.EDU

Sponsored by the Yale Program in the History of the Book and the Harvard Seminar in the History of the Book at the Mahindra Humanities Center

#HYBOOK18
Schedule

9:45 am - 10:00 am
Welcome, Coffee, & Refreshments

10:00 am - 10:15 am
Opening Remarks (John Durham Peters, María Rosa Menocal Professor of English and of Film & Media Studies, Yale)

10:15 am - 11:00 am
Panel 1: Pastoral and Print (Chair: Ann Blair, Carl H. Pforzheimer University Professor, Harvard)

11:00 am - 11:15 am
Break

11:15 am - 12:30 pm
Panel 2: Media and the Archive (Chair: Jessica Brantley, Professor of English, Yale)

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm
Lunch | Optional visit to Beinecke exhibition, "Text and Textile"

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Panel 3: Migration and Circulation (Chair: David Scott Kastan, George M. Bodman Professor of English, Yale)

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm
Break

2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Panel 4: Ephemeral Dickens (Chair: Alex Csiszar, Associate Professor of the History of Science, Harvard)

3:30 pm - 3:45 pm
Closing Remarks (Peter Stallybrass, Walter H. and Leonore C. Annenberg Professor in the Humanities, University of Pennsylvania)

#HYBOOK18